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Calculated for C5HsSO.: 132. 
Hence, the crystallized compound is formed from one mol. of 

isoprene and one mol. of S02' 
The substance is soluble in water. The aqueons solution hasa 

neutral reaction. 
If a solution of the compound in cttrbon tetrachloride Ol' ether is 

shaken witl! a solution of bromine in tbe same solvent, the colonr 
of the bl'omine is not diseharged; lH'omine water, however, is 
gradually deeoJolll'ised. W ith dilllte alkaline potassium pel'mangan ale 
a redurtion sets in at Ollee. 

As to the strllcture of tltis eompound I do not as yet venture 
to pl'onounee an opinion. In connexÎon with THlEU,'S theory the 
occurrenee of a compound of the fOI'mllla eH. -- O[CHaJ = OH - OH. 

I SO~ ___ --i 
would not be improbable. 

UtJ'ech/. Org. Chem. Lah. Unive1'sity. 

Geophysics. - "17te tl'i!rttment ofji'equencies of directer! qurtntities" . 
By Dr. J. P. VAN DIm STOK. 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 27, H114). 

1. The frequenc,}'-curves of barometric heights, atmospheric 
temperatUl'es and other meteoroJogical quantities assume different and 
peculiar fOl'ms, which can be cOllsidered as climatological charac
teristics and, as the nnmber of available data increases, it is desirabIe 
to subject these curves to such a treatment that these characteristic 
pcculiarities are represented by climatological constants. 

If we choose for this purpose the development in series-form, the 
firs! question is, what treatment is to be chosen for each special 
case, in confol'mity with the distinctive features of the quantities 
under consideration and the limits between which they are com
prised. The purpose of this investigation is to inquire, what form 
Î.s to be chosen for frequencies of wind-velocities independent of 
direction, and of direction without regard to velocity. Furthermore, 
to state in how far the observed series of quantities may be regarded 
as normal- or standard-values, and the problem may be stated also 
in this wa,}': what is the best fOI'm for frequencies of directed 
quantities assurning the form of lirlear quantities, and fm'ther, how 
to integrate the expression 
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h~ } 
- e - j(Jl. 0) RdRdO ( 
3. (1) 

f (R . 0) = h"k [R sin (8-tl) - QJ' + lt'2 [R cos (8-{3) - b J2 , 

i.e. the standard-value of directed quantities, on the one hand with 
respect to 8 between the Iimits 2.7r and zet'O, on the other hand 
with respect to R between the limits 00 and zero. 

Both problems were treated in previous commllnications 1) 2), but 
it may appear from the following that now a more principal, and 
therefme mme complete, solution ean be obtained than seemed 
possible a few years henee. 

2. lf we wish t.o develop a fllnction of one variahle in all 
intinite series of polynomia 

n=oo 
F (x) = ~ An u,. 

n=O 

the qllantities a can he determined 80 that - as In tbe FOURIER

series - rOl" the assumed limits, a and fJ 

for all values of tn different from n. 
The constants A .. are tben given by tbe eqllation: 

The val nes of the constants a are detel'mined by the n equations : 

JU" dx = 0, J Unx d.c= o ... J Vn x n -
1 dx= 0 

every integral being taken between the assumed limits. 
By partial integration we have: 

(2) 

1) The trea,~mentof wind-observations. Proc.. Sc.i. Kon. Akad. v . Wet. IX, 
(684-699). 

2) On the Analysis of Frequenc.y-curves aC~fdlHg to a general method •. Proc. 

Sci. K. Akad. Wet. X, (799-817). 
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f u" m dm = m 'f1-(f'2 
ij 

<f. fIPI dm 

ij 

x 

Ju" m' dm = ie z (r 1-2m lP, + tf 3 

o 

X 

(Ps = fp, dm, etc. 

o 

By (2) it follows from these equations that the imposed conditiolls 
are fulfilled w heu, in the rlevelopment 

x f UniV" d,r; = mn (ft -n iv,,-l (r,··· (-1),,-1 n(n-1) . 2rp" (-1)"nl f/J'1+1 (3) 

o 

(P" be gi\'cn sueh a value that this function, as also its (n--1) first 
differential-qllotients, become zero for ie = (J and .'1: = Ct and that th en 

" 
U,. = -- and [',,' dil! = (-1)" nl tfn dm • dn(p" f :f 

. drc" 
(4) 

~ ~ 

Th is simp!e method of determining the terms of the requit'ed series 
was indicated in 1833 by MURPHY as a new method of co ming to 
zona! harmonics; in THOMSON and TAIT'S "Natural Philosophy" it is 
mentioned in article 782. . 

The method, howevel', is by no means restricl.ed to the calculation 
of zona! harmonics but can easiJy be generalized and applied to other 
circumstances than those mentioned above. 

Instead of a complete poIy:nomium we can aIso consider separately 
even and uneven polynomia; polynomia muItiplied by an exponential 
factor as e-x' or e-X ma.}' be used, and instead of dx we can take 
'1.'dx (plane) or x'da; (spac.e) as the element of integration, whereas 
for a; also quantities of another kind, e.g. sin Ct, may be substituted. 

3. If the limits are + 1 and - 1, it is rational to put; 

C being an arbitrary constant. 
Putting 

1 
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c=~ 
(2n)! 

u,. beeomes 

n(n-1) n(n-1)(n-2)(n-3) a - Xli - mn- 2 + (/)11-4 - etc.. (5) 
11 - '2(2n-l) 2 4.(2n-1)(2n-3) , ... 

the well known form (but for a constant factOl') of the zonal har
monie function and, aceording to (4): 

+1 +1 

J 111nl J 2n+1(nl)4 
UZ,ldm=-- (.x~ -- 1)'1 dm = ----

(2n)/ (2n+ 1)/(271)1 
-1 -1 

1 
Putting C = -, we find, if by Pn thc eommonly used form of 

2nn/ 

zonal harmonies is denoted, 

from which 

(2n)1 
Pn = --- U,l 

2".n/1I/ 

+1 

J P,,2 d,v = 2n~1' 
-1 

If the limits are + 00 and - 00 it is rational to ehoose for lfJn : 

Putting 
(-1)" 

C=--, 
2 n 

Un assumes the form: 

[ i _TT 'e 
ll- U n '. 

or 

Xl' = e-.'2[m" _ ?l(n-~ ,VIl -2 + n(lI-l)(11-2)(n-3) ,V1l - 4 

2'.1/ 2
4

.2/ I 
"-1 n.' 

...... (- 1) 2 ,'IJ (n untlven) (6) 
n--1 

2,,-1_-! / 

nl 
...... (-- 1)" - (n 

n 
2"- ! 

2 

2 

U,,' = ~..:-l)n (.!... _ 2.v)" 
2/1 dm 

\ 
.i 
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nnd, by (4): 

+"" +00 
Un' d:c = - e-x' dm = - V:tr. f n!f n! 

2" 2" 
-- oe '-oe 

The series (6), proposed by BRUNS t) and CHAItLIEIt 2), is in mathe
ma.ties known as H~;R:MITE'S funetion and might, if applied fo 
analysis of frequencies, be called the fin fllnction, as pl'oposed bJ BRUNS. 

It is the most appl'opriate form for quantities as atmospheric and 
watertelllperatures. baromefl'ie heights etc., moving between Ull

f'ertain limits, and uJso for wind-observatiolls if generalized for 
application to functions of two variables. 

In either of the cases considered above the terms of even and 
uneven power are separated automatically because 

+00 
and f m2n+l e-x2 d.'V = 0 • 

-!lO 

If, however, the limits are 1 and 0 or 00 and 0, then slIeh a 
separation does not take place and we must either maintain the 
complete polynomiulll Or consider both cases separatel}'. 

4. Considering the even polynomia separately for the limits 1 
and 0, eVeI'y polynomiom U2n contains only neonst.ants and the 
developlllent (5) takes the form: 

x f U,,, ,," dm = .'" ,/, ~ 2 .. "-' 'I, + 2' n (n-I) ,20-' 'I, ~ (7) 
(- 1),·-1 2n- 1 n (n-l) ... 2 .'V' ({Jn (- 1)n 2n • n! /}ln+t 

where 
x x X 

Cfl = f U,!" d.v , (1'2 = f ({Jl mdm • •• /}ln+l = J /}ln mdm 

o 0 0 

~ x f U''!n dm = (- 1)" 2" . n! f /}l" mdm • 

o u 
Putting 

I) Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und Kollektivmasslehre. 1906. 
2) Researches int.:; the theory of Probability. (Co~m. from the Astron. Observ. 

Lund.). 1906. 

Ol 

, 
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we find 
u2" = a; 1:::." cp" (8) 

whereas for cp,,, as t.he simplest expression, we must take: 

Cf" = C.x2n- 1 (.x~ - 1)". 

Assigning to C the value: 
1 

(4n-I)(4n-3) ... (2n+I) 

the zonal harmonie fundion, as given in (5). is again found also for 
the limits 1 and 0. 

In the case of nneven polynomia 
(9) 

whieh for 
1 

r=-------
(4n+1)(4n-l) ... (2n+3) 

again leads to the exp,'ession (5). 
1 

Giving C the value --, we obtain from (8) as weIl as frorn (9: 
2"n! 

the zonal harmonie function in the form as eommonly used. 
No more as for the limits 1 and 0, the developllIent (7) fol' tlle 

limits r:f) and ° leads to new expressions ; we have to put 

(Pil = C .'I)2n+1 e- x2 

fol' even as weU as fol' uneven funetions, and by the formulae 

(-1)11 d ~ 
U2n = ----' - e-x2 - (I:::. - 2)n .x2n+1 

(2n + 1 )2" d.x 

( -1)" 
U2n+1 = -- e-x2 (I:::. - 2)" a;2"+1 

2" 

(10) 

we find thc same expression as in ~ 3 for (P" of formula (6), but by 
an abridged ealeulation. 

5. The problem, wbieh form of development is tbe fittest for 
fl'equeneies of a quantity whieh assumes the form of a function of 
one val'Ïable, moving between the limits 1 and ° Ol' 00 and 0, but. 
as a matter of fact, must be considered as a function of two vari
ables, is not solved satisfactorily in ~ 5, at least if we are not satisfied 
hy a merèly fOl'mal representation. 

A graphieal representation of sueh a function is gi ven by the 
distribution of points in a plane about a gi"en origin, tbe element 
of integration is then, not d.v, but 2.1l' BdR and the question must 
be put as follows: to find a polynomium sueh that 
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JUn Um RdB = 0 

for all yalues of In diflerent from n. 
The deyelopment by partial integration then becomes: 

JU2n .R2n+l dx = R;3n (P -2n R2n-2 rp + 22n (n--l) R2n-4 q'l 
l' 8 • (11) 

(-1)'·-1 2n-l n (n-I). ',' 2R' (--1)'1 2n • n! lPn+l 

where 

and 

J U'2n R dR = (-I)n n! JrpnRdR. 

lf the limits are 1 and 0, then we have to put: 

rpn = CR2" (R2_I)n 
so that 

1 
. Putting C = - we find for the polynomium: 

2" 

[ T _ (2n)! R2n _nC (2n-l)! R2n-2 + nC (2n-2)! R2n-4 (12) 
.J2n - 1 , • •• etc. 

n! (n-I)! (n-2)! 

where nC~ denotes the pth binomium-coefficient of the nth power, 
fmther: 
111 

JU'2n RdR= 2" (2n)! (,Pn R dR= (2n) !fR 2n+l (R'-I)ndR= ~ l1!n! . J' 2 211+1 
o u 0 

This new funetion may be eonsidered a,s a zonal harmonie general
ized for the ease of dil'ected quantities and might be applied e.g. 
to the distribution of hits on a target. 

The analogy of (12) with the zonal harmonie function becomes 

• Of' th 1 tte (~) blo I' , b (2n-I)! b COIlSplCUOUS 1 e a r V, Y mu lip IcatlOn y , e 
(n-I)! 

given the form: 

(2n-I)! Cl (2n-2,! C2 (~n-4)! 
U n = - x" - -. mn- 2 + - . ___ il·n - 4 - etc. 

(n-I)! 2 (n -2)! 2 (n-4)! 

The expression (12) satisfies the differential equation: 

d'U2n dU2n 
R(I-R2) dl(1 . + (1,- 3R') dR + 4n(n + I) RU2n = o. 

J 
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For uneven polynomia f{J" has to be given the same value as (9) 
and then again the eommon zonal harmonie would result. As, 
however, the qualltities under considel'ation are essentially positive, 
lmeven functions ean be left out of eonsideration. 

lf the limits are 00 and 0, theu the same reasoning holds; it is 
tIJen rational to put: 

(Pil = CR21l e-R' 

U21l = C D." R21l e-K1 U'21l = C (D.-2)" R2". 

Putting 

the polynomillm aSSllmes the form: 
n'(n-l)2 

U'211 = R211 - 1/' R211-2 + --- R2n-4 - ... (--1)11 n/ . (13a) 
2/ 

and 

JU'211 RdR = 211 . nlfpn RdR = n~nl. 
o 0 

In aJlalogy with (12) the polynomium, by putting 

(-1)'1 
C=~, 

2"nl 
may be written also: 

R2n R211-2 R2n-4 
U'2n = - - nCI + nC. -- ... (_1)11 (13b) 

nl (n-1)/ (n- 2)1 

This new function (13) seems to be the proper form of development 
in the case of directed quantities as wind-velocities, disregarding 
direC'tion; it satisfies the diff. equations : 

d' U'~n dU'2n 
R -- - (2R2-1) -- + 4n RU'2/j = 0 

dR' dR 

d' U2n dU2n 
R dR' + (2R'+1) dR + 4 (n+l) RU2n = o. 

In applying this development, a simplification may be obtained 
by a change of scale-value: writing HR for Rand putting 

H· __ 1_ 
- ~W·' 

the serond term with the coefficient A. wiII disappear a'3 

U'. = (R'-l). 

Here M' denotes the moment of the serond order of the giveu 
frequency-series. 
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6. In the same marmer as in § 5 in the case of a directed quantity 
in a, plane, the oevelopment appropl'iate for quantities in space may 
be found, e. g. for distances of stars, disregarding direction. 

The eleQlent of integration is then 4;rR'dR, and the development 
(11) holds good if in the left membel' R2n+1 is written instead of 
R2n and, at the same time for CfJI 

so that 

Putting 

U'211 becomes: 

00 

'PI = J U2!1 R'dR 

o 

C 
TT - " n nd, - CR2n+l R' lJ 2/1 - R L:l. 'fn a (fn - e- . 

(-1)11 
C=--

2n 

n 2n+1 n (2n+1)(2n-l) u, - RO[T -RJIl-C --Wn- 2+C R2n-4 
2n-e 2n- 1 2 2 2' 

(2n+ 1)1 
... (-I)" I 

221ln. 

and 
~ 00 J [12 2n R'dR = ( -1)71 • 271 • n{CfJn RdR = (-1)" 2n- 1 n/n! 

o 0 

(14) 

In applying this development a simplification may be obtained by 
writing ER for Rand putting: 

then ..1 2 = 0, because 

3 
lP =2M' ' 

7. A lthough we may expect a priori that the FOURIER-series is 
the most appropriate form of development for frequencies of dir'ections 
(disregarding \'t~locity), it seems desirabIe in connection with the 
foregoing tn show that, following the same method, we, in fact, 
come to th is result. 

lf 
u = sin2n a + al sin~n-2 a + .. , all , 

then we may distinguish four different types of functions, namely: 

Fl = U F, = U sin a C08 a F3 = U cos u en F. = U Inna 
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Î?or FI the development holds good: 

Ju sin21l adft = €PI sin21l a - 2n l[, "in21l-~ a + .. . 
(_1)"-1.2 11 -

2 . n (11 - 1) ... 2. (r" (- 1)" 2" n! rp'+l 
where 

(rl = J Uda 

Therefore, putting 

(P. J (f'! S1:n a cos IX da etc. 

1 d 
6 = ----

sm a cos a ria 

(Pil = C s'in2 /1-1 a C08211- 1 a 

;r. 
we find for the limits - and 0: 

2 

2".n! 

2"n! 
and' C=-

(2n) ! 

FI = -- sin a cos a l::,n (P" = cos 2na. 
(211) ! 

In the same mannel' : 

2".nl 
F~ = . 6"-1 sin2T1 - 1 ft cos2n- 1 a = sin 211a 

(2n-1) ! 

2".n I 
}?3 = -_. sin a l::," sin2n- 1 a cos2n+1 (/ = cos (211 + 1) a 

(2n) ! 

2n .n! 
F 4 = -- cos a /::,.11 sin\l"+1 ft ("oS211-1 a = sin (2n + 1) a. 

(211) ! 

8. The solution of the second problem, as formulated in ~ 1, earl 
be simplified by putting f) - {J = (f in form. (1), i.e. by counting 
t.he angular values not, as usual, from the North-direetion; but from 
NrJE; th is has, of course, no inflllence on the sums of the veloeities. 

It is, however, unfeasible to apply a similar correction foL' the 
components a and b of the resulting wind, and the problem to be 
801ved comes to the development in series-form of the expression : 

M' 
_ e-h2(x-a)2-h'2(y-b)2 
:re 

R cos f) == Y 

Rsinf)=tc. 

It appears from the first of the communieations eited in ~ 1 thát, 
in following the usual method of developing, difiicuIties are ex· 
perienced which praetically are unsurmountable. In the seeond com
municat,Îon however, it was shown that the de\'elop~ent (6) may 
be extended fo Ihe case of two variables .1: and y, and that sueh a 
funelÎon ean be developed in a ReI'Ïes of polynomia of the fOrm: 

39 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVII. 

J 
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P(x,y}=e-xLY·lAuoUo+Al.oU1+Ao.l V1+A2.0 [h+Al.1 U1 V1+Ao.2 V2+et'·1(15) 
where }T l'epresents the same fUTlctioll of (1/) as U of (J.:) in form. (6). 

The coefficients A are then determined by the expression : 

(1) x 

An.m = EJ J'F(X'Y} U" Vm dilJdy = E Sn.". 
-00--00 

(16) 

Sllbstitllting again fol' ,,/: and y, R sin 0 and Tl cos 0, then, by 
integration with respect 10 0, all une,-en polynomia yanish and, 
because 

21r 

da=---, J8in2r. a (2n)! 

cos2n a 2271 • n ! n ! 
(] 

we fiud 

(2n)! (2m)! e--1PR' [(HR)~(m+n) _ 
nIm! (tn+n)! 

(17) 

i.e. the same expression as 13&, fOllnd in a different way. 
As to the determinatioll of the A coefficients, it is expedient to 

consider first the case that a and bare equal to zero. 
1t is th en easily found that 

(2n)! (2n) , 
82'1.0= -- (M' H' - l/,}n = --' Pil 

2n . n I 2". n! 

and similarly for the V function 

(2m)! 12· 2 
So.2u=---(M H -

2m .ml 

1 
M'=-

2h2 

(2m) , 
t/)" = __ -'- Qm 

• 2m .m! 

1 
M"--

- 2h'" 

The arbitraJ'y constant H 
P or Q = 0; putting P = 0, 
only the V functions remain. 

now can be given such a value that 
then H = h, and in the developrnent 

If a and b are different from zero, then it appears that (fol' P-o) 

, S. = Q + h'b' 
V \ S4 = 3 Q2 + 6 Jt"b 2Q + h4b4 

I S6 = 15 Q8 + 45 h'b2 Q2 + 15ltWQ + h6b6 

or, generally : 
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(2 IJl) ! [. h'b 2 0 m- 1 . 
82>1.2/11 = h211 a211 ... __ .. _:._ Qm t mC, _ .. _ .... "' .. _ ... + ~ 

m!2 111 1 
ft4 b4Qm-2 ft2m b211l J--' . (18) + mC. --_._- + ... 

1.3 1. 3 ... (2m-l) 

Although, thel'efore, in this case the U functions do not altogether 
vanish, still the form remains the same as in (1311

) and (1:3/;) because, 
as appears from (17), the polynomium has the same value for all 
terms where n + In has the same yalue so that e.g. the terms with 

A 4.0 A2.2 and A OA 

can be taken together. 
In order to investigate in ho\v far a given collection of wind

observations may be considered as a collection of two independent 
quantities depending on chance, we have, the1'ofo1'e, in the fi1'st place 
to calculate lhe constants a, b, [1, !t and h' from the set of observations. 

In the second place the development (13b) bas to be applied to 
the frequency-series of the wind-veloci ties, thereby taking for H 
either ft or h' so that the terlll U. rellJains. 

A eompal'ison between the A constatlts caJculated in this way 
with those determined according to (18) then gives an anSwer to 
the question. 

9. By writing Hl (15) hR sin f) and hIl cos f) for x and y, multi
plying by RdR and integrating with respect to R between the 
limits 00 and zero, we obtain a development representing the fre
quen·cies of the directions independent of velocity. 

The even terms U2n and V2m , Ol' the product V211 U?'III t.hen give 
rise to a series of terms of the type PI (~7) all of wbieh bave the 
factor cos 2na in common. 

The even terms U211+1 V2m+ 1, produced by the product of two 
uneven terms have .~in a cos a as a common factor and give rise 10 

terms with sin 2na, according to the functions F. in ~ 7. 
The uneven terms, analogous to F s and F 4 , assume a simpIer form, 

namely: 
U2n+ 1 = K stn a cos2n ti and V2,,+1 :;:::::;: K cos a sin2n a 

and therefore give rise to terms with sin (2n+1) a and cos (2n+l) a; 
whereas all non-periodic terms yanish, except in the first term 

with Ao' 
A comparison with the FOURIER-Series thus produced and calculated 

on the base of thc five wind-constants with the F01..lImm-series as 
directly deduced fl'Offi the observations of direction-freqllencies, then 
again gives an answer to the question. 

39* 


